
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: WANGANUI JOCKEY CLUB Date: Thursday 3rd October 2013 

Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow (7) 
Rail: Out 3 metres 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), G Whiterod and L Tidmarsh 
Typist: V Perry 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: DUAL AGENT, GREY GURU, PERCY, WRITTEN COMMAND, MISS BENCI, SUPERCEDE, LES 

SYLPHIDES, CITADELLE and GWYNETHANNE. 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  1 J Riddell (VIEW) 
[Rule 638 (1) (d)] – shifting ground 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  3 
6 
6 

JIMWOK – warning barrier manners 
IRISH STRINGS – must barrier trial prior to next start 
OCEANIA – must barrier trial prior to next start 

Medical Certificates: Received covering A Taylor 

Rider Changes: Race  8 
9 

JABEZ – S Doyle replaced J Riddell (unwell) 
JIMMY MAC – S Doyle replaced J Riddell (unwell) 

Late Scratchings: Race  6 
6 

IRISH STRINGS 
ROSE AND CROWN 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PALAMOUNTAINS NUTRITION MAIDEN 2040M 

MISS GANDOLFINI stood flat footed at the start losing approximately three lengths. 
FALSE EMPATHY was tightened at the start when runners either side shifted ground. 
Near the winning post on the first occasion SOMETIME LUCKY and COUSIN ASH were both tightened when VIEW (J Riddell) 
was angled inwards when not clear.  J Riddell was issued with a warning.   
DUROYAL raced three-wide without cover until near the 700 metres. 
DUAL AGENT (A Taylor) shifted in abruptly when struck with the whip near the 200 metres into the line of EARL SPENCER 
which was hampered.  Rider A Taylor was reminded that she is expected to straighten her mount sooner than she did on 
this occasion. 
The trainer of the winner DUAL AGENT (D Parry) attributed the gelding’s improved performance to the better track 
conditions and the addition of blinkers. 

Race 2 94.4 THE SOUND MAIDEN 1600M 

SKYBIRD was slow away. 
CINFULL had to be eased of heels near the 1,200 metres when racing keenly. 



 

 

LAVISH PRINCE (D Bradley) was slow to begin then clipped the heel of MR HARE, blundered and lost ground.  When 
questioned Rider D Bradley advised that after getting further back than intended he was unable to improve his mount until 
entering the home straight where he was further blocked near the 300 metres prior to being angled outwards in search of 
clear running.  LAVISH PRINCE had to be eased when attempting a marginal run near the finish. 
GO BEAUTY shifted out and bumped PARTY GIRL near the finish.  
BAILAR RIOVIDA raced wide without cover throughout. 
Rider V Johnston reported that her mount CINFULL lost its footing when racing greenly rounding the final turn.   

Race 3 JD WORKMAN & CO MAIDEN 1340M 

ALARM BELLE began awkwardly and was then further hampered when JIMWOK shifted out and lost several lengths settling 
back.  
Near the 1,000 metres UNCLE RED WING when shifting in from a wide draw, bumped with PERCY which shifted out 
simultaneously resulting in both runners becoming unbalanced.  UNCLE RED WING continued to race greenly throughout. 
ATTIVAREE raced keenly in the back straight and had to be steadied off heels for some distance near the 800 metres. 
Connections of JIMWOK were advised that a warning would be placed against the gelding after it proved slow to load. 

Race 4 CLASS CARPENTRY MAIDEN 1200M 

THATZ LOUIE was slow to begin and soon after the start was bumped when CRACK A TUI shifted out. 
LAMBORGHINI was slow to begin and settled back. 
LAWRIES CHOICE over-raced going in to the first turn. 
D Walsh the rider of LUAS was questioned in to the run of the gelding and could offer no tangible excuse but he was of the 
opinion LUAS which was having its first race day start, would benefit with experience. 
DECADENT hung outwards throughout. 

Race 5 WESTMERE BULK SPREADING LTD MAIDEN 1200M 

MASSEY DASH reared and lost ground at the start. 
VEGA was tightened at the start and got back. 
EDGE OF GLORY commenced to over-race approaching the 1,000 metres and when being restrained went back on to 
MASSEY DASH which had to be steadied for some distance.  EDGE OF GLORY over-reacted when being corrected and 
shifted out bumping JIBRIL which was forced wider on the track.  
MISS BENCI raced three-wide throughout. 
WHERO NUI (H Tinsley) had to steady and lost ground when in restricted room passing the 700 metres and went back on to 
MASSEY DASH.  When questioned, Rider H Tinsley said WHERO NUI raced greenly and over-reacted when racing in tight 
quarters. 
When questioned in to the run of GOLDEN BAY, Rider D Bradley said that after getting further back than intended he was 
unable to improve for some distance rounding the turn, but once in clear running his mount failed to run on to any extent 
and was disappointing. 

Race 6 NZ BLOODSTOCK INSURANCE 3YO FILLIES MAIDEN 1200M 

IRISH STRINGS after being loaded away in to its gate became agitated, reared and dislodged Rider K Smith who was 
uninjured. IRISH STRINGS got down in its stall and after being extracted was subsequently declared a late scratching on 
veterinary advice.  Connections were advised that IRISH STRINGS must trial to the satisfaction of Stewards prior to its next 
start. 
ROSE AND CROWN which was in the adjacent stall suffered bruising to its upper hind and was  late scratched on veterinary 
advice. 
OCEANIA stood flat footed in its gate and lost approximately twenty lengths at the start.  Connections were advised that 
the horse must trial prior to its next start. 
SUPERCEDE began awkwardly and got back. 
QUEEN OF UR raced greenly in the early stages. 
MISS OTTEY got its head in the air when being steadied near the 800 metres. 
SARUMADEVE was obliged to race three-wide throughout. 
SWEET MAGNUS raced three-wide throughout. 
QUEEN OF UR was unable to obtain clear running throughout the home straight and went to the line untested. 

Race 7 TOBIQUE @ GRANGEWILLIAM STUD RATING 75 2040M 

ONE KAY over-raced in the home straight on the first occasion and shifted out abruptly to avoid heels passing the 100 
metres. 
LET’S GO FRATELLI was trapped wide early so was taken forward to sit outside the leader near the 1,000 metres. 
MR HANDSOMELAD (D Walsh) was held up early in the home straight and when being angled out in search of clear running 
hampered KIPKEINO momentarily.  D Walsh was advised to exercise care when in similar circumstances. 
Over the final stages GAGARIN when attempting a narrow run made contact with the hindquarters of JOKRAAR near the 
finish. 
Following the running of Race 7, Jockey J Riddell advised Stewards he was unwell so was stood down for his remaining two 



 

 

rides.   

Race 8 DOUBLE S MOTORDOME RATING 65 2040M 

JABEZ raced three-wide without cover for the final 1,000 metres. 
GOLDIE CANTRIDE was obliged to improve four-wide rounding the turn. 
CITADELLE shifted out under pressure near the finish. 
KITCH hung throughout. 

Race 9 CARPET MAINTENANCE & CLEANING RATING 65 1600M 

LORD OF THE STARS was slow away. 
CHEIMON was tightened at the start and got back. 
LAKOTA hung outwards rounding the first turn and dictated QUIN BAY out on to SPIKE MILIGAN which was forced wide. 
SPIKE MILIGAN was then obliged to race wide without cover throughout. 
QUIN BAY over-raced in the run over the back straight. 
BEAU AGEN (J Shackleton) made the turn near the 400 metres awkwardly and shifted out hampering SPIKE MILIGAN which 
was improving to its outside. J Shackleton was reminded of her obligation to be clear of other runners when shifting 
ground. 
SPIKE MILIGAN raced in restricted room near the finish. 

 


